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Ice-Bound 
-By Marie Toyer Griffith 

Around me, creeping green flecked with crocus gold_, 

The flush of dawn caught in a red-bud tree, 

And at my feet, an icy sheath, 

Sparkling in mock gaiety. 

Pent by that barrier, blue-white from winter's lingering breath, 

Are roiling currnnts, 

Urged by Spring's imminent power 

To fling themselves-lawless, free

On creeping green and gold, 

Drowning the triumphant glory of th~ red-bud tree. 

Inspiration and Technique 
-. By Earle R. Davis 

IN ALL AGES there have been two standards of production 
in matters pertaining to art. According to one school, genius 
attacks an artist with transcendental, unpredictable messages, 

which may appear at any hour of the day or night when the 
Muse is favorable. This school believes that prophecy, poetry, 
and divine inspiration have some irrational explanation which 
sets the artist apart from ordinary men. 

John Mil ton spent a lifetime learning his art so that he. 
might be prepared to pen the masterpieces he felt he could 
write when he was mature enough, competent enough, learned 
~nough to attempt great accomplishment. It is interesting to 
note that many modern artists, poets, and musicians try to 
take the short cut to fame. They perfect a style, repeat it again 
and again until popularity is forced from the public by dint 
of familiarity, and having said something well, consider that 
they have done their artistic duty if they never take a chance 
on anything but proved success. 

Browning's Fra Lippo Lippi expressed great bewilderment 
because his superiors told him: 

Paint the soul, never mind the legs and arms! 
If faces and bodies in his pictures were too like real life, 

they called such painting "devil's-game." 
· It is accordingly refreshing to find a painter who believes 

in studying the technique of his art, who tries to learn the 
science of painting every conceivable combination of line and 
color, before he believes that he has the God-given inspiration 
to paint any soulful idea which comes into his head. The art 
pf Clayton Henri Staples is an illustration of a life-long dedi
cation to the effort to learn all the tricks of the trade so that in
spiration may have its chance when it shows its elusive head. 

Sandzen once remarked that the modern artist usually 
goes to the mountajns to paint garbage cans. Mr. Staples' 
studies of the western mountains, particularly those in Glacier 
Park, are most interesting because of their experiments in color. 
It is all very well for the sophisticated critic to remark that the 
inan who paints mountains is imitating color photography. 
Mr. Staples believes that these mountains symbolize America. 
Just as one paints cathedrals in Europe because they have 
the . background of the ages and are typical of European civi
lization, so one paints in America that which is most perma
nent. 

Mountains, sea, typical cities and peoples,- -all of these 
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Sam, the Lobsterman 

-Clayton Henri Staples 
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subjects attract the artist. A painting of a storm coming over 
Red Eagle Mountain gives opportunity for the dirty, muddy 
color of clouds as the storm is ctbout to break. The pale blue 
sky of Massachusetts is really different in color from the blue 
of the West. Mr. Staples explains this naively by saying that 
the East was settled first and that the sky has faded out there. 
Tishing boats against the sea in the early morn give oppor
tunity for depicting the brilliant blue of sails against the yellow 
.sky. It is the warmth of 
;the i;;un which produces ================================== 
:t h i s peculiar appear-
'ance of color, a warmth 
which makes the meet
. ing-place of sky and 
sea indeterminate. 

After one has asked · 
Mr. Staples all about 
the technical effects of 
aspens in thick woods 
and reflections in glass 
bottles, one sees dozens - -
of water colors that t "" 
have a background dis- · 
tinctly foreign. Mr. Sta- -.. 
·ples loves to tell of his 
two trips to Europe and 
the fun he had p~inting 
·everything he found in
,teresting, from France to 
-Sp a in to Algiers to 
Egypt. He passes over 
the automobile troubles, 
the snowstorms in the 
Pyrenees, the hotels in ================================ 
Africa and the difficulties of financing a tour while banks were 
closing in America. But he loves to explain how troublesome 
it was to get a certain shade of green in the trees around an 
old mansion. He remarks how difficult it was to paint the ruined 
columns of the temple at Luxor because of the intricacy of the 
architectural decoration. He mentions the task of painting palm 
.trees before the Moorish mosque in Algiers. Other details like 
aqueducts, facade architecture, the bright lights of the tropics,-:
these effects were sums to be worked out, problems to be 
solved. 

Perhaps Mr. Staples has sacrificed something to this in
tense love of effect. He has imitated many famous painters, 
either consciously or unconsciously. But he has worked tire-
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lessly to perfect his ability to draw the "legs and the arms" 
before trying the "soul". His theory is that the purpose of the 
artist is to paint that which is typical of the history of a people 
or a land, whether it be in stained glass windows, in Gothic 
cathedrals, or in carefully chosen landscape. He has not tried 
to paint Indians, because he prefers the untouched and the 
primitive aspects of America-an interesting paradox. He does 
not like to paint Yellowstone, because it has become symbolic 
of tourists, and tourists cheapen whatever they become too 
familiar with. It almost seems that he-like the modern Vor
ticist in the field of poetry--wants to base his art upon the past, 
with the addition and application of the present which will 
make his pictures timeless, yet timely. 

Much speaking deserves little illustration. Last summer, 
Mr. Staples spent his time in Gloucester, Massachusetts, paint
ing surf. However, inspiration took the opportunity of inter
fering with technique. An old lobster-fisherman haunted the 
little settlement and obviously wanted to be painted. He need
ed the dollar per afternoon to get drunk on. His weatherbeaten 
face and dirty, greasy old sweater attracted the artist. After 
he had made the preliminary sketch, I can imagine inspira
tion whispering in his ear, "Here is the typical life of the New 
England fisherman; it is all in his face, in his clothes, in his 
expression, in his pipe, in the books around him, in the ships 
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outside the window, · in the surroundings which have mada 
him and have left 'their mark upon him. By painting. this man 
I symbolize an age, a profession, and I mark for all time a 
concept of character beaten and buffeted by the timeless sea.'' 

· The stories the old man told must help to endear this pic
tu:re to ·the . artist. One can almost hear the water lapping out
side the door, or people shouting in the boats outside the win
dow. Yet the picture serves as an excellent illustration of a 
whole theory of art. Perhaps there is something in learning 
a · technique, It can never be completely satisfactory in itself, 
but . it can serve as a background for inspiration which will 
eventually give genius, wherever it exists, a chance for ade
quate expres-sion. The discerning student of art has the right 
to 'feel that Wichita has an artist who has carefully laid the 
groundwork for the expression of distinguished painting. Al
ready noted for accomplishment, Mr. Staples has the right to 
smile and say, "The best is yet to be." 

Rein earn a tion 
-By Gladys Taggart 

· Ghosts dance in my bones-
Souls of savages, crusaders, matadors, 
Spirits of Ascetics, 
Subdued and torture-driven slaves, monstrous divines. 
All these dance my bones about 
While my own amazed and astonished ego 
Excuses their unexplainable antics 
With physio-psychological passwords. 
Out of such heterogeneous samplings 

· Must grow the dance of my now-self
Developed from primitive and wordless symbols 
Into · deathless and irrevocable inevitables. 
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Prelude· to a Puzzle 
·-)3y ~etty Jones 

T O THE average human being it might have been a very 
distressing thought to realize that one was absolutely de
void of the so-called brain cells; but to Marilee the idea 

h~d been a most amusing and dependable one. For it not only 
served to protect her from any disagreeable conflicts with thE# 
·more worth while things in life, but had continually been the 
means of. surrounding her v;ith countless admirers of the male 
sex who were definitely positive that here was a very sweet 
youngster who needed their most dignified protection. 

Now dignified protection is a most remarkable quality and 
one · of the most essential male traits necessary for a young 
sub-deb . to have showered upon her to make her the belle of 
the ball and the envy of all her girlish acquaintances; ··and 
Marilee, who appeared so perfectly carefree and incompetent 
to the casual onlooker, was discreetly aware of the fact and 
capable of using the weapon so in keeping with her blond 
feminine loveliness. As a matter of fact if the whole truth were 
known, Marilee was truly not the clinging vine type at all
she merely pretended and played up the part so well that her 
highway to success was well assured long before she started 
her career in kindergarten by allowing that nice little Jones 
boy to carry her books and buy her ice cream cones on the 
way home from school. 

But now, and probably for the first time during her spec
tacular knocking about with romance, Marilee was worried. 
Worried because she had just ·turned twenty, and a girl who 
reaches such an age of decrepitude without being able to make 
up her .own mind concerning her truest bet for happiness could 
easily be rated with wallflowers and bookworms, and look 
forward to a future of sharing an apartment with some sickly 
companion who would demand canaries and a cat that ex
pected to be fed raw cod fish and milk. A most depressing 
thought, to be sure, and one that surely had no place what
soever in the charming little skull of our heroine. Still, however, 
Miss Martin had developed very definite views concerning 
the matter during the past week, and because she had decided 
to do something exceedingly definite about the whole thing 
she had ended in her present impossible predicament. 

It was really so nonsensical, this entire mixed-up state of 
affairs, she had to admit; and yet, if she had it all to do over 
again, it is doubtful that she would have dreamed of any dif
ferent course. To be sure, she could have made up her mind 
right then and there and said yes to one and no to the other, 
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but as has already been mentioned, such direct action was 
hardly to be expected of the young lady. So she had promisec;l 
within the next week to have her answer ready and now shE3 
still didn't know the answer. 

The troubl~ was, of course, that both Jack Smith and Jim 
Saunders · were such prizes. Not only were they heavenly 
dancers, neat dressers and deliberate spenders, but they rep
resented the home town's most eligible bachelors and up till 
now Marilee had been most supremely content to have them 
squirming indignantly under the glass cage of her taunting 
personality. But, as she had decided a matter of not more than 
a week ago, this could not continue for time eternal; for it vm .. s 
equally possible and probable that after too long a time o£ 
having their romantic intentions fed arsenic their love wouid 
tum a .sickly gray and vanish, leaving our young spinner of 
charms with no love at all. Which in the final add up was 
most distressing and definitely appalling. So Marilee glance.cl 
peevishly from one silver framed picture to the other and 
sought within her innermost heart the answer to the situatiori. 

Dear Jack, he was such a nice boy and she was sure that 
the little conscience she had would do no end of bothering her 
if she were to scar his life in the least little bit, that is, if she 
really could be held in his nice determined steel arms feeling 
his palpitating heart plead for her favor and then calmly an
nounce that he just wasn't what she wanted. She'd really led 
him to believe that she did care a lot, more than anything else 
in the world, to be exact; but then she'd pulled the same line 
on Jimmy. Oh why did they both have to be so intriguing? Why 
couldn't one of them have some monstrous blight upon · his 
worldly perfection? Why did they both possess that definite 
quality of an answer to even a sophisticated lady's · dreams? 
Well, there was one thing sure: she could be equally happy 
with either one, live on practically the same basis, depend 
upon a husband that would forever place her on a shrine of 
matrimonial bliss, and there she was. Just as far from . the 
answer as she had been seven days ago. There was just one 
thing she knew for certain . and that was that she could not tell 
either one to his face that her answer was a negative. So there 
could only be one solution: she'd have to do her choosing 
by mail. And then she thought of it. Yes, it would be fun, sort 
of a guessing garrie and something she could amuse herself 
with the rest of her life during those moments when a woman 
likes to feel that her own life has been a little more daring ctnd 
interesting than the average. 

There they were, the two letters, the answer to seven rest
less days' and nights' thinking, pondering, and maddening 
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uncertainty. The first one read, (she could easily repeat each 
phrase, she'd read them so often). 

Dear J. S., 
You must have known all along that I would finally tell 

you that you are the only one I have ever cared about. I can't 
imagine, now that I have made up my mind, why I have been 
so long in confessing to myself that you are the only person 
who could ever fill me with the highest degree of happiness 
for so long as we both shall live. 

Of course I'll marry you, darling, and I'll even go so far 
as to allow you to set the date. 

Forever your own, 
Marilee. 

That was perfect. It would never leave a doubt in the mind 
of the receiver but that he had always been her· choice. He 
would always believe that she had been only girlishly coy 
in ignoring his constant proposals. It would be stirringly grand 
for his conceit and he would only worship her all the · more 
for her deliberate consideration of his love. And the other let
ter, it was rather brilliant, too. It could hardly leave any hard 
feelings on the part of the receiver. It would only show him 
that she had tried to play fair and that she prayed for their 
continued friendship. It read, 

Dear J. S., 
I can't explain, even to myself, why I have been so long 

in telling you truthfully that I do not care for you enough to 
marry you. 

I shall always count you as one of my dearest frienq.s 
and pray that my marriage to someone else will never inter-
fere with our mutual respect and understanding. · · 

I know I have been childish to wait so long to tell you, 
but you have been so dear in my heart that when I was with 
_you I found it impossible to even hint that I could not go through 
with it. 

Forgive me, my dear, arid continue to think well of me. 
As ever, 
Marilee. 

She picked up the two blank envelopes and deliberately 
inserted the negative and · affirmative replies. Sealing them, 
she reflected momentarily upon the effect that would be pr~
duced when the letters arrived at their final destination. Jack 
would be unbearably gay if he won. He'd come immediately 
to take her in his arms; his deep voice would tell her again 
and again how happy he would make her; he'd send flowers 
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enough to make her boudoir a bower of perfumed spring; his 
laughing blue eyes would never conceal for a moment the 
fact that he had known all along that she loved him .alone. But, 
if he lost-She hated to think of it. Still she knew that he'd go on 
a tremendous binge that would shame King Henry the VIII 
himself; he'd brood and drink for possibly a week and then 
come crawling back to beg her forgiveness · and attempt to 
make her believe that he was a marvelous sport. He'd even 
wish the happy couple nothing but heavenly bliss forever. 

And Jim, well, if he lost he'd be a little different. Oh, he'd 
be hurt, but he'd never let her see it. He'd send her flowers 
and a message that he hoped she'd be happy. He'd even want 
to be best man at the wedding and his gift to her would be 
one of the most extravagant and lovely that she'd ever r~ceive 
throughout her entire life. If he won, he'd imm.ediately .pick out 
her ring and bring it to her. He'd take her on a tour of the resi
dential district and allow her to pick out her house and then 
take her to the nicest furniture store and allow her to select 
everything that she could possibly- hope for. 

The letters had been addressed and sent. There was· noth
ing for Marilee to do but wait and dream. She smiled impishly 
at her reflection in her make up mirror, visualized herself walk
ing down the aisle after the ceremony on the arm of tall, hand
some, dark eyed Jim, then saw herself with laughing Jack. 

The door bell rang. The florist, of course. She tore open 
the box as quickly as her nervous fingers could untie the knots. 

Daisies, how utterly strange-and a card, To my adored 
one who has made my life complete. 

J. s. 
Now, I wonder, reflected the puzzled Marilee, just which 

one is J. S? 
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In .War 
-By Maxine Setzer 

Oh God, can this be rhythm 
This horrible swaying surging thing 
These naked skins and glistening backs 
That move together in unbroken swing? 

Oh God, who has made all things beautiful, 
Reach down and still the beating drum 
And give us the low sweet notes of even song 
And the promise of melody yet to come. 
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The Medicine Man 
-By Bentley Barnabas 

The peaceful tribe sat silent in the valley 
Living and loving and mating and dying in happiness, 
Worshiping God at the graves of its ancestors 
And taking a step toward a higher civilization 

With each generation. 

Boomboom, the medicine mah, had manifold duties, 
He was the burier, counsellor, doctor and priest 
As well as an indolent sort of fellow who found 
It more fun to live off the fat of the others 

Than work like his brothe.rs. 

It was remarked in his hearing one Fall after harvest 
When crops had been good and sickness was . running at 

minimum, 
That maybe he might help a bit with the heavier work, 
There being few burials and not much demand for his praying 

Or even soothsaying. 

Next . day he wandered ·away through the forest and onto the 
hills 

"To meditate" was his word to the folks who had seen him 
departing. 

He was depressed and he wondered if there were some way 
Which he might employ to preserve his personal indolence 

In spite of his indigence. 

He hurried back home when the idea had hatched in his 
head 

And he gathered the straplings in circle about him and said: 

"I went to the hills 
And what did I see? 
The Gitchas are a-linin' up 
One-two-three! 
They're lookin' over this way, 
Murder in their eyes, 
An' they got big spears 
That are twice our size! '' 
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One little fellow who was old 
And remembered the last big fight with the Gitcha:s 
<In which our side had won but hadn't been able to find out 

What it had won) 
Tried to speak up when he heard Boomboom talking to the 

Strap lings. 

He found, however, that he couldn't raise his voice above the 
din 

And Boomboom saw to it that he had no chance to break in. 

Boomboom beat the tom-toms 
Boomboom made a dance 
Soon the silly straplings 
Started to prance. 
Their elders stood around 
Then they started, too, 
And Boomboom's War Dance 
Became the thing to do. 

When the fight was over there were . some on both sides that 
lost 

Everything 

And it was easy to see that everybody on both sides had 
lost 

Something 
Except Boomboom. 

Night Life 
-By Geraldine Hammond 

Stars are merely astronomical 
For our poor fettered race. 
The gods look out and say, 
"I see a light at Juno's place". 
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Why the Historical Novel? 
- ·· By Lilian Par ks 

NOVELS based on history are certainly not a new departure 
in fiction. Sir Walter Scott turned them out by the dozens 
to an avid early nineteenth century public, and Thackeray 

iater in the· century produced "Henry Esmond" and "The Vir
ginians" in his individual Victorian fashion. But their modem 
reincarnation:is of. interest both as a comment on popular taste 
and as an indication of the trend of fictional art. 

The historica1 · novel has had a tremendous vogue within 
the last two years. Why this is true seems to me to be rooted 
in the societal factors which control the elusive popular favor. 
A generation may be measured by its best sellers. Back in 1900 
life was tranquil, even tempered, narrow. We were complacent 
in our serene isolationism, in our appreciation of the simple 
virtues. And the generation's best sellers were "The Little Shep
herd of Kingdom Come", "The Winning of Barbara Worth", 
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch", and "Freckles", After the 
World War men became · sceptical, realistic in their ·appraisal 
of life. The popular novelists of the twenties were Sinclair Lewis 
with his "Main Street" and ·other realistic, caricatured satires, 
Scott Fitzgerald who focused his candid camera on Flaming 
Youth, Anita Loos who was hardboiled and witty about sex. 
t ·he depression eta turned for escape . from unhappy reality to 
Hervey Allen's dashing "Anthony Adverse", which marks the 
beginning of the historical hovel's domination of the current 
literary scene. 

Now that we can write it, with the sanction of Mr. Roosevelt, 
Post-Depression, this trend can be explained as a part of the 
relaxation following the tense years of the immediate past. The 
popularity of the modem historical novel is the reflection of a 
public taste which demands books for entertainment, stories 
of long ago and far away, stories of action .and adventure and 
romance tempered with the realism which -the 20's taught us 
to demand of fiction. 

Most contemporary historical novels have a Civil War 
background. Some one has called the Civil War our Trojan 
War, and the significance of this explains the vast amount' of 
literature centering about it. There is a conventional pattern 
for these Civil War romances. They begin with a sympathetic 
picture of the cultured, aristocratic, leisurely life of the South be
fore the War. The next picture is the futile sacrifice of Southern 
blood and chivalry for a lost cause. Then comes the era of 
hate and ruin, of carpetbaggers and the ruin following Sher-
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man's ·army, with ·the attempts toward adjustment of Southern
ers . unequipped to meet a new world. 

Stark Young follows this pattern in his competent but senti
mental and conventional "So Red the Rose", with its sympa
thetic picture of the gracious civilization of the old South, and 
its portraits of the wealthy Mississippi planters, the McGhees 
and their kin, the Bedfords, who never become more than 
shadowy tin types. Mr. Young's technique in handling his his
tory is to make historical events parallel with but never tangent 
to the thread of personal narrative. The more common method 
is to permit the characters to be occasionally touched by the 
historic scene. Never have modern novelists dared to choose 
as main characters, as Walter Scott with occasionally unfor
tunate results did, aduaLand important historic personages. 

Margaret Mitchell's Pulitzer prize winner, the extravagently 
heralded and universally read "Gone With the Wind", likewise 
follows the pattern. It is a novel which has everything the pub
lic. likes, good stark realism, romance, characterization, and a 
greqt deal of action. The story is in constant motion, episode 
following episode. Miss Mitchell's genius lies in her remark
able knack of getting climaxes. The result is a conglomerate, 
exciting picture with the figure of Scarlett O'Hara looming large. 

Like "Gone With the Wind", the chief claim to popularity of 
Andrew .Lytel's "The Long Night" is its exciting narrative. 
Agqinst a Civil War background it tells a melodramatic story 
of revenge with the Poe flavor. It begins in Georgia and Ala
bama of .frontier days, where one man is murdered by a gang 
of forty. The rest of the story is primarily concerned with the 
revenge .of _this man's death by his son, who counts off one by 
one the forty members. Interest is, however, held not so much 
by the revenge theme as by the historical realism, the anec
dotes, and character sketches. The story ends with the Con
federate ·Army fighting for existence in Tennessee. 

MacKinlay Kantor has written two realistic Civil War 
stories: "Long Remember" and "Arouse and Beware". They are 
unpleasantly realistic. The former is the story of the escape of 
two Yankee soldiers. from a Rebel prison at Belle Island. Their 
dangerous, romantic flight is shared by a girl who has just 

. murdered a Confederate general. Mr. Kantor has the gift of 
telling exciting, hair raising, and humorous episodes; and he 
has also the power to project the reader and himself into the 
past, -an essential of convincing historic romance. 

With a style superior to Margaret Mitchell's, an ability 
· brilliant as Kantor's to describe scenes of battle, and a realism 
which permits her to reveal a warm sympathy for the South 
with no sentimentality, Caroline Gordon has yet failed to cre
·qte in her "None Shall Look Back" as popular a novel as "Gone 
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With the Wind": The reason probably lies in the fact that she 
has not centered her interest on any character or group of 
characters. She has striven for an heroic plane, for the broad 
sweep of tragic conflict, and has lost sight of her men and wom
en from her distant vantage point. The background of "None 
Shall Look Back" is the Cumberland Valley, with the climax 
at the Battle of Chickamauga. Although ostensibly the main 
characters . are the Allards, tobacco planters of Kentucky, the 
real . hero is historical, Major General Nathan Forrest of the 
Confederate Cavalry, beside whose exploits the Allards' story 
appears merely a dim symbol of the suffering of the South. 

Royce Brier's "Boy in Blue", in contrast to "None Shall Look 
Back", concentrates on an ordinary soldier in the ranks, an un
educated, healthy Indiana farm boy in whose mental develop
ment and love affairs the reader can be mildly interested, but 
whose experiences as a typical private soldier are quite en
grossing. The story is told realistically, without romantic glam
our, and with an effective naturalness. The campaign in the 
Cumberland Valley is described with technical minuteness, 
the maneuvers, geography, and types of warfare receiving 
deta.Ued attention. 

The Civil War has not exclusively dominated the field, of 
course. There is "Drums Along the Mohawk" by Walter D. Ed
monds, a New York saga with a Revolutionary War back
ground. It deals with the effect of the Revolution on farmers 
of the frontier, who fought British regulars from Canada and 
invading Iroquois. Mr. Edmonds possesses a true historic 
sense which permits him to create the authentic local color of 
pioneer days and to paint a whole society with vividness, 
while he lacks the novelist's knack of giving his characters 
strong individuality. 

There is the "Bounty" trilogy of Charles Nordhoff and James 
Norman Hall. There is the comparable novel of C. S. Forester's, 
"Beat to Quarters", which tells of one Captain Hornblower of His 
· Brittanie Majesty's frigate, Lydia, a competent naval officer of 
.the Napoleonic era, who took command in an English uprising 
against the Spanish in Central America. The historic back
ground is accurately presented. There is action and an inter
.esting character study, as well as an underlying theme of the 
rottenness inherent in England's glorious naval supremacy. 

Recently Esther Forbe's ''Paradise" has achieved popular
ity. Time Magazine calls it "a good rousing yarn". Its history 
concerns the Massachusetts Bay Colony, and the author's 
achievement lies in her fine balance between environment and 
her characters, one never being sacrificed to the other. She has 
portrayed an authentic Puritan background of superstitions, of 

. whipping posts, meeting houses, and stern justice. More sig-
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nificantly, she has created the family of Jude Parre, who bujlt 
a great manor, Paradise, in the town of Canaan. The Indian 
menace and finally King Phillip's War the family of Jude Parre 
and his house did not survive unscathed. This historical ro
mance, full of color and incident and exciting variety, is more 
realistic than romantic, a characteristic of the modern · histori
cal novel. 

The trend toward the historical novel seems a healthy one, 
indicative of an era which is losing much of its brittle sophisti
cation and shallow ennui while retaining its demand for truth 
and realism. Although they may none of them be g-reat books, 
we should not underestimate the importance of our best sellers. 
They are the mirror in which a convalescent generation ex
amines its tongue. 

The Divine Warts 
-By Mark Clutter 

Once a long forgotten nation worshipped a god of gold 
and alabastar. And they praised him with psalms and prayers 
and brought rich gifts to his altar. 

But a prophet came from his .desert hermitage; and 
preached to them, saying: "Fools thou art, and blind .. For, lo, 
thy god is a false god. He hath a wart on his chin." 

"Blasphemer!" they cried as they stoned him. 
But after they had thrown his corpse to the pariah dogs, 

a brave man dared to inspect the god's chin. He perceived 
with anger that the prophet spake truth, and he told others who 
came and looked also. And the people knew that their god was 
a false and imperfect god with a wart on his chin. 

And an angry mob broke the god to pieces with sledge
hammers and ground him to powder. 

Then the king looked on his people and saw that they 
were lawless and sad. And the king said in his heart, "It is not 
good for men to live without gods." And he ordered his artists 
and smiths to cunningly devise a new. god of gold o:nd alabas
tar. And the people praised the new god with psalms and 
prayers and brought rich gifts to his altar. 

It was a hundred years and a day before a prophet came 
from the desert to tell them that their god had a wart on his· nose. 
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Fade-Out 
-By Grenville Darling 

Just another week-end house party. 
So I thought when I got Hazel and Mac's letter that Wednes

day. But what a week-end! 
Johnny MacAllister was not as Scottish as his name. He 

had scads of dough, left him by a rich relative, and wasn '.t 
at all backward about spending it. The lucky stiff. 

"Dear Bill Bills/' the note ran------'l have the misfortune of one 
of those double names. William Williams, to be conqise. · An.d 
everybody _goes around holding that againsf me. As · if I could 
help itl-"We're having a few of the boys and gals in, this 
coming Friday to Monday. Come early, will you? Helen Madi
son will be here. Guess you've heard of her. 

"Mostly yours, 
"Hazel and John Mac" 

I went, mainly because I had nothing else to do, a nd not 
much dough to do it on. And then there was that about Helen 
Madison in the note. Never had met her, but everyone was 
talking about her. Had been a little-known actress, and had 
clicked in a new play a couple of months back. Four fellows 
at the Sigma house had been trying to meet her for months 
and hadn't got a look-in. From newspaper pictures I gathered 
that she was mostly hair and eyes and teeth, but a pretty 
cute lay-out at that. 

Mac met · me at the station at North Trent, · the burg 
that -is within fifty miles of Chicago and still sticks to its gosh
dern-and-land-to-goshens. Its claim to distinction was now that 
Helen Madison was born in one of its wide-verandahed. houses. 
Before her debut in the big town, it had none. · · 

A typical patriarch was sitting on the stone steps of the 
station, smoking, and, for continuity's sake, thinking. He looked 
a part of the steps themselves and had a hands-off-you-varmint 
look on his mug. 

"Will he bite?" I asked Mac, just to make conversation. 
"Not unless you annoy him. Come on, let's get going." . 
Helen Madison's pictures didn't do her justice. · She was -a 

honey, and nothing else. After that first evening, when she 
said, "Bill-what a cute name. And original, too. I'll -just call 
you Fred," I sort of went nuts about her. Spent all the money 
I had on candy, flowers and whatnot, and what I'd drawn on 
next week's allowance, too. 
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I found out . that her predominating passion was chocolate 
caramels·, ·so' I went to tc:iwri every morning and bought a big 
box of them from Harry Burton, the guy who runs the only 
candy-kitchen in Trent. A nice fellow. 

Five bucks a day for candy and the price of a dozen yellow 
roses to go· with it ,can about break a guy like me. Even on a 
three-and-a-half day stretch. And that's about what it did. 

Harry would say, "Candy for Helen Madison? Sure, I have 
just -the thing," and he'd drag out a five-pound box of chocolate 
caramel specials every time. 

When the time came to say good-by, I sort of went off 
my nut and forgot that I was a junior in college and without 
a job. Because I must have asked Helen to come back to town 
with me and help pick out a nice, cheap marriage license. 
· And was my mug maroon- apps to Winch-when she 

coyly replied, "Oh, but I couldn't. You see, I'm already married. 
My husband is Harry Burton. He runs that cute little confection
€!TY down on Main." 

Spring Walk in the Woods 
-By May Williams Ward 

Here there are contradictions, beautiful 
And memorable things and others best to forget. 
s ·now lies virgin down by the deepest pool; 
Snow lies wet · 
filthy and trampled where sun comes half the day 
And beasts at night, 
But there is no snow in the edge of the wood at all. That way 
I will walk, where the sun is bright. 

Deep in the caves of the wood there is ice; swamp water lies 
under fog; · 

There is watery mud in a cup 
Made by a hoof slipped off the path into bog; 
But why not drink where the pure spring bubbles up? 
I will look for hepaticas pinker than dawn today. 
Orie need not spend the hours 
Fingering rotten leaves; even they are good, even they, 
But lovelier after transmutation to flowers . 
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The Art of Being a Poet 
-By Mark Clutter · 

H. A VING BUILT up for myself the reputation of being a poet, 
I feel it my duty to aid other young unstruggling aspirers 
to fame to reach a pinnacle of success as high as my own. 

This dqcument has somewhat the nature of a personal confes
sion, not because the literary world is exactly begging for such 
a confession, but because anyone who has wrangled the 
winged horse likes to lay bare his quivering soul even by the 
unlovely medium of prose. 

The first rule any novice in the art of poeting must remem
ber is this: WRITING POETRY HAS VERY LITTLE IF ANY
THING TO DO WITH POETIC SUCCESS! In fact, I strongly 
advise · any· young poet against writing poetry. He should 
merely give the impression that he does write poetry or that 
he intends to write poetry in some indefinite future. If the young 
poet should in an idle moment scribble a bit of verse he will 
find himself overwhelmed with an insane desire to read it to 
someone. Believe me, yielding to this desire has ruined more 
poetic careers than booze. When you find yourself in the proper 
literary society, vaguely mention your book, "Ash Cans and 
Orchids", now in preparation. And be sure to promise auto
graphed copies. 

A poet can not have too much respect for social opinion 
in his contempt for society. If you loath liquor, use it as a 
mouthwash. Smoke an odd pipe or long perfumed Russian 
cigarettes. Quote T. S. Eliot to people who will certainly not 
understand what you are talking about. Appear with flam
boyant ladies of doubtful character, so that you will have the 
proper reputation of moral turpitude. Walk with bowed head 
in the park and mumble, "Abracadabra dadada, the New York 
Yanks could serry the ranks of the Giants on the banks of the 
Minnehaha," or something to that effect. All this will come hard 
at-first;' but what great man ever succeeded without undergoing 
some hardship? The second rule for winning poetic fame is 
BE ECCENTRIC! YOUR PUBLIC DEMANDS IT OF YOU AND 
THE CUSTOMER IS ALWAYS RIGHT. 

The third rule is this: ATTEND LITERARY TEAS WITH AN 
AIR OF POLITE BUT BORED SUPERIORITY. The boredom will 
not be at all hard to affect, as you will find at your debut into 
literary society. A literary tea is made up of professors and 
husbands who couldn't get out of coming; neurotic spinsters 
who are there for the hell of it; and bright young men who 
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attend for the- sarhe reason elephants have for attending 
circuses. 

Each and every spinster has a manuscript concerning 
death and the beauty of love, although she is scarcely an au
thority on either subject. Sad to relate, these manuscripts will 
be read, despite· the fact that several people in the room have 
a taste for literature. Applaud each reading with impartial and 
insincere heartiness as you value your reputation as a poet 
and a bright young man. 

More or less so, and with variations in rhyme, their master-
pieces follow this formula: 

Oh, I will die and you will never sigh 
Remembering kisses granted you of yore, 
And the full moon that maddened my sad eye 
Will shine upon the battered kitchen door. 

At the gathering will be two or three poets of the incompre
hensible modern school. Their poems will follow one of these 
two formulas: 

QUOTH PONTIUS PILA TE
gadzooKs and be damN ed? 
mabel the STENO died when the chatter rod jammed* 
AND HOMEO SLAMMED 
the brake of a ford v8 

. This one is more conventional but has deep metaphysical 
implications. 

J. P. MORGAN .AND RAMESES THE SECOND MEET 
IN THE POOL HALL 

Amid the doom of teacups plastered stands 
The hope of Pyrrhus lost in checkered lands 
And this aroma dirging up and on 
Bespeaks the clamor of Hawaiian bands. 
No other living person has beheld 
Anaemic moonshine on the quivering sneld 
Of ancient tramcars sneaking down a street 
Line with dull sneering eyeballs quelled. 

On the same sofa with you will be a youngish woman 
with uncosmeticked face and ratty hair. She will say to you 
with a gleam in her eye, "Don't you just adore James Joyce?" 

Answer real quick like, "I think page 598 of Ulysses is the 
noblest bit of prose in all literature." 

Having supposed it a human impossibility to read as far 
as page 598 in that unreadable masterpiece, this intellectual 
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lady will bestow upon you her deepest admiration. Lord knows 
what you will do with it. 

In fact, what you will do with the hordes of intellectual 
women you will meet is one of the greatest problems you have 
to face. They all think it might be thrilling and different to be 
loved by a poet, and when they discover that poets make love 
like ordinary men they are disillusioned. And you will have 
to criticize their verses. After reading a thousand of the most 
neurotic poems ever penned by mortal woman you will be 
ready to throw over your career and flee to a monastery far 
from the haunts of femininity. 

In your literary travels you must never at any time show 
your true literary tastes. Do you like Kipling, Wordsworth, or 
the funny papers? Hide it as you would a crime. But be sure 
to go into ecstacies of esthetic joy whenever the names of 
Joyce, Proust, D. H. Lawrence, Pound, Eliot, Stein, or Mann 
are mentioned. Sneer frequently and loudly at Tennyson, 
Shelley, or Dickens. The modern intellectual must hate all those 
well loved authors stand for or be ostracized. for his. conventioz:i
al tastes. Among the highbrows the unforgivable unconven
tionality is conventionality. 

These are the rules for winning entrance into literary so
ciety. I suspect, however, that a poet must be to the manner 
born. If he has an honest dislike for shallow thinking and cir
cumscribed living, if he refuses to allow his tastes to be dic
tated by a flock of egotistical hens and capons, then the temples 
of the literary Brahmins are closed to him--0s they were closed 
to Shakespeare and Whitman. And in the open air the free 
untouchable may live and create according to his abilities, 
oblivious of the askance glances cast upon him by anaemic 
neurotics from the windows of their overheated and vitiated 
drawing rooms. 

Winter Fragment 
- By Geraldine Hammond 

I walked across the stars today 
On the white inverted sky 
And I was God 
Seeking earth for warmth 
And human love. 
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A Romance of Early 
River Days 
-By Leo W. Allman 

Between the bank of the muddy Missouri and Arrow Rock's 
famous big spring may be found the foundation, and a trace 
of stone steps that represent the sole remains of an old fabric 
through which runs the colored thread of romance and mys
tery. 

The house was built by Mary and Jacob Shroyer a few 
years after the latter had observed the beauty of the spot when 
he was a member of Major Long's expedition and passed up 
the river enroute to Yellowstone in 1819. 
. It was a pretentious house, built of heavy stones and logs, 
and commanded the river front like an old medieval castle. 
At. one end of the huge living room was the stone fireplace 
beside which hung the old musket, so reliable for providing 
wild geese and venison. From its front door ran a long line of 
rudely carved stone steps that terminated with the ferry landing 
at the river's edge. From the rear of the house down to the 
spring extended the little garden where vegetables were 
grown for the family and for traders on the river boats. 

The pride of the family was the beautiful daughter, Alice, 
who had grown up in the freedom of the open country and 
acquired all its bouyancy and grace. She had a genial nature 
and was admired and loved by all who knew her. 

From the countryside came many suitors clad in jeans and 
homespun, but Alice only smiled at them; she thrilled more at 
-the steamer whistles and the stage-coach horns than at the 
prattle of these yeomen. She loved tales of the outside world 
borne by travelers and strangers, and to meet them she ac
cepted the pleasant duty of carrying to market products of the 
garden. 

Her pleasant radiance brought her ready sales, and once, 
at the wharf, the Irish captain of a big side-wheeler came down 
from his post on the boat and bought her entire stock. She 
smiled her gratitude and saw him redden in confusion. But 
she remembered the name he told her, as well as every detail 
of their brief conversation. He was Marke O'Hara, captain of 
the side-wheeler Euphrasia, and he made a weekly trip up 
the river from St. Louis. 

So the following week, and each week thereafter, she was 
at the wharf again and was warmly greeted by the young 
captain who was entirely fascinated by her golden hair and 
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smiling face. He announced his love in emphatic terms and 
she accepted his overtures with a joyful heart. 

Her self-engendered dreams had grown into phenomenal 
reality. From the early mornings, when the red sun broke over 
the hills and dispelled the fog, until evening, when twilight 
replaced the vapors, the river brought her subtle joy and de
light. How eagerly she looked out over it, from the upper win
dows of her home on the bluff, for the weekly appearance of 
the Euphrasia that should bear her Irish captoin. 

Then came a time when he arranged to greet her with 
three great blasts from his whistle· on rounding the bend in 
the river below her big home. What thrills those long whistles 
brought, and how long seemed the days between them, days of 
routine and enforced leisure and long walks under ·the· trEies 
along the river path. 

Watered by the weekly visits of the young river captain, 
love grew like a flower and blossomed into marriage. Alice 
Shroyer became Mrs. Marke O'Hara. Shortly after this event 
-the Euphrasia steamed proudly down the Missouri bearing 
the nucleus of a new home in Saint Louis. 

But Alice O'Hara never lost her fondness for · the river. 
When her husband was carrying passengers and freight on 
the river she often came with him to the old home o"f her par
ents, there to visit and dream until the sounds of his whistle 
should tell her of his return and summon her to accompany 
him back to Saint Louis. 

Such were the circumstances on an afternoon in August, 
1840. The young wife, half way up the steps that led to her 
old home, stood waving a fond farewell to Captain O'Hara, 
who had just finished with the cargo. and was ready to con
tinue his journey. A midsummer storm threatened. Black clouds 
swelled up from the northwest. Captain O'Hara, smiled at his 
wife, saw her lightly blow a kiss from her finger tips and then 
run up the steps to escape the huge drops of rain that were 
beginning to spatter. 

He issued a curt command. The whistle snorted a hurried 
farewell, and then promptly gave place to the steady churning 
of the paddle wheel. Somewhere near the Car.roll County line 
the Euphrasia encountered the storm full force. Rain drenched 
her from bow to stern, while the wind tugged at her keel. Even 
old-timers .along the river could not recall a more severe storm 
than that into which the Euphrasia .rode and from . which 
she never emerged. No news of the boat or its crew was heard 
for several days. Then came the half-verified report from In
dians living along the river that the Euphrasia had been struck 
by lightning, totally destroyed, and all her . crew drowned. 

In the citadel upon the bluff, Alice Shr~yer was broken 
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hearted. The genial Irish captain was lost and gone. The river 
had brought him; the river had taken him away. Her reason 
faltered. She trembled on the verge of lunacy. Only in the 
birth of a son, whom she christened Michael O'Hara, the next 
November, did she find recompense for her lost captain and 
lover. 

Sometime after ·- the storm a family named Turpin, living 
near the scene of the disaster, found some wreckage of the 
Euphrasia that had drifted to the shore, and pinioned beneath 
the wreckage was the body of a man. They thought he was 
dead, but closer examination showed that he was only un
conscious and suffering from a fractured skull. There was no 
physician at hand, so he was carried to their home and nursed 
until he recovered his physical strength. 

But memory and reason did not return. His entire past 
remained a blank, and his mind faltering and uncertain. He 
lived on with the family, helping with chores around the home 
and came to be known as John Turpin, after the name of a 
son who had been lost. 

In the fall of 1843 a relative of the Turpins, who was a 
medical student in Virginia, came to spend a brief vacation 
hunting wild turkeys and deer. He at once became interested 
in the mysterious stranger and when he returned to Virginia 
persuaded John Turpin to accompany him in the hope that his 
superiors at the medical college might be able to improve the 
man's condition. 

At the medical college in Virginia, an altogether success
ful operation was performed. The amnesia disappeared. Mem
ory and reason shone. through the haze of his darkened con
sciousness and lighted a single absorbing thought: to return 
to Missouri and find his lovely Alice. 

At Saint Louis, where he used to board the Euphrasia, he 
was obliged to take another steamer and began his long-de
layed return up the river. 

But in the meantime Alice Shroyer had had other suitors. 
Men of position and rank had petitioned her for marriage. The 
long silence had sustained the first reports that the Euphrasia's 
crew had drowned and been forever lost in the muddy waters 
of the Missouri. But she could not forget the Irish captain and 
her first love with him. 

With little Michael, now nearly three years old, she walked 
along the river path, as she had spent the time between his 
weekly visits so long ago. She stared at the heaving waters, 
lazy and treacherous like the coils of a great snake. A steam
boat rounded the bend. Little Michael clapped. his hands in 
childish glee as the boat floundered clumsily in the current of 
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the river bend. Then Alice Shroyer told him of his famous daddy 
and how he used to travel up and down the river in a big boat 
like that. She even told him of how his Irish father had ar
ranged a love-call from his boat and that he was the only man 
in the world who knew the call and its meaning. The child 
snuggled closer and wondered at his mother's hot tears. 

Then suddenly the river yielded up its dead. Three long 
insistent whistles rose from the water-Whistles that the list
less river had so long withheld-and before their echoes had 
died away in the hills Alice Shroyer had again become Mrs, 
Marke O'Hara. 

.. ·-~ .. 

·Faith Lost 
-By Mark Clutter 

I shall reach Americas 
and love new faces 
and bend my back 
to the rhythmic oar. 
But no ships 
and no Dariens 
will show again 
the stout enchanted sails 
striding the sea that is sunken. 
(Even its melancholy, long, withdrawing roar 
is history). 
The dream etched visions 
of future shores 
undoubted 
undiscovered 
shall flash to me 
with sun splashed spray 
no more. 
Land is land 
earth and rock, 
the sea sea. 
I bend my back 
to the rhythmic oar, 
will die at sea. 
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Stu.de.nts Handy H.and
Book to B!owning 
-: . By Guy Harvey 

My Last Duchess 
The Duke of Ferrara is exhibiting a painting of his late 

ball and chain (wife) to the father of another prospective vic
tim's father, and is he giving her heck. But the cfuke is a low 
iifo and a skurik and his first wife was a swell kid, she had 
everything and the Duke was too dumb to realize it. You see 
this first wife was very democratic and loved all and was loved 
by all, she cared JitHe for tradition and the only old thing she 
preferred was a couple of bottles of Scotch. Now, the Duke was 
proud and he liked . everything old except his frails. So when 
this wife began cleaning house and throwing out the old and 
ringing in the new she got in the duke's hair and then died. 
So the duke is warning the prospective father-in-law what is 
to be expected from his daughter. And this is some question as 
you may realize. 

The Glove 
· In the time of Francis the First there lived a snazzy looking 

doll, who falls for a gigolo by the name of DeLorge. One day 
the king thinks it will be a swell idea to invite all of his court 
down to his arena to see a lion, as lions are very scarce in those 
days and wasn't to be sneezed at. Well this doll and her lover 
goes along with her and he begins telling her what a man he 
is and what he wouldn't do for her so when they arrive and see 
the lion she figures that she would throw the glove at the lion 
and see if Delorge was a regular Tarzan or just a politician 
with campaign promises. So she takes her glove and drops 
.it into the cage and Delorge jumps in the arena, grabs the 
glove and throws it in the gal's face, and she of course feels 
bad about it. 

King Francis then boots the gal and tells her she doesn't 
love her boy friend, and that it was vanity or something-or
other that caused her to throw the glove out, so the girl gets in 
bad. "God pity the working girl, she is more to be pitied than 
.blamed." The king never having heard of psychology and 
introvertism, Kosticinicism, Malnutrition, psyco-analysis, or 
whisky sours, ·Was unable to undersand the dame's reason, 
she is therefore cast aside, but Browning, the mystic, comes to 
her rescue, .three or four centuries after she ·is dead, and justi
fies her stand, which is decent for him to do, even tho all the 
characters had kicked-off five centuries before. 
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Pippa Passes 
Pippa is a sweet and simple little girl, sweet as far as 

morals are considered, and simple mentally. Well, one day long 
before the era of sit-down-strikers she is given her annual va
cation of one day. Boy, is she excited, what will she do? Finish 
her knitting? Read, "Anthony Adverse?" Or just go out singing 
into the woods? She decides that she will go out and sing in 
the woods, which she does. 

At this time there is a ritzy honey by the name of Oltima, 
who has been married to an old fossil by the name of Oleast. 
He being about three hundred years old has really been dead 
about two hundred years, but is still a husband to Ottima, and 
she being a Mae West type yearns for new fields to conquer 
and she starts hitting off with a poor boob known as Sebald. 
Now, if the old fossil would only die everything would be fine, 
but he doesn't seem to want to, so the two lovers rub him out, 
and this makes Sebald feel remorseful and Ottima tries to 
cheer him up, which was a fine thing for her to do as the old 
man was a hindrance to her and supported Townsend and his 
old age pension. I think there was a bounty on his ears any
way; if there was, that might have made Sebald remorseful 
as Browning didn't say anything about bounty. Well, about 
that time Pippa passes and is singing, and these two lovers 
repent and see the light, and both are spiritually saved. 

About this time, Jules, a young man, becomes drunk and 
his friends think it will be a swell joke to marry him off to some 
common woman. When he sobers up and sees this dame near 
him he gets plenty mad and figures he will boost her out into 
the street and gain revenge on his playful friends. Just then, 
snap, just like that Pippa passes singing and Jules sees 
his new wife as a wonderful creature and forgives all and 
they live scrappily ever after. 

This· neck of the woods must have been a tough spot, 
because at this very moment Luigi, a nice young thug in spite 
of his name is planning to bump off the Emperor of Austria, 
and his mother is against it, and very rightly so. She says, 
"Luggy, you short brained so-and-so, why kill off the Emperor 
when your old man has an insurance policy worth 2,534,095,-
004,009 Kopacks ($8.50)?" Well, that sets "Lugy" thinking, 
maybe the Emperor was oke after all, so he is thinking about 
the money when Pippa passes again (she was clocked at 3:38 
this time, beating her previous records of passing by two sec
onds) She is still singing, and Luggy is so moved by the singing 
that he says, "Why should I buy a cow when milk is so cheap?" 
And he is cleansed of evil and starts out with renewed life . . 

Now comes the climax. Pippa is still passing and singing 
then repassing. Well, it happens that Pippa was born illegiti-
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:1"1~te-a.~d couldn't read or write. Well, any way because she 
1s. illegitlmat~ she ~s related to the dead duke and the present 
bishop who 1s afr<;id that if her identity is known, the law may 
not know she can t read or write and may turn the dead man's 
money ~ver to her and this would be tough as he needs the 
doug~ himself, so he plans to bump her off. Just as he is about 
t~ pomt the fi~ger .at her, she passes again, and this time the 
bishop sees ~is _mistake and will not allow her to be killed. 

About this time Pippa decides that she has been passing 
all d~y and she is going home and sleep it off. She does this 
and is happy to think that it would only be 364 more days until 
hor next holiday. 

. ·-·. 
A Modern Viking 
-By Marguerite Cleary 

The. figur~. of Jean Sibelius, rugged, hardy, magnificently 
s?~~ge. m spmt, stands out in bold relief against the hyper
civilization of our present age. His music, which seems to come 
from a forgotten world more vigorous and elemental than 
ours, off~rs the harassed modern an opportunity to disc~rd, 
temporan~y, the soft, fat ways of his present day life. 

Born m Tavastehus, Finland, in 1875, Sibelius, now seventy
two ye~rs of age, comes of an old peasant family in which 
the nahv~ folk traditions were strongly preserved. Breaking 
all estabhs~ed customs for musicians, he scorns flowing ties 
and ~.relv~t Jacke.ts for a quite ordinary double breasted suit. 
I:esp1te his growmg fame he is thoroughly human and enjoys 
life ~o t~e full. In his day he could have bested the most en
thusiastic Broadway playboy and it has been with great re
gret that he has had to switch from his beloved brandy to wine 
and forego the revels with his friends that often lasted into 
the ea~ly hou~s of the morning. Today, the "Grand Old Man", 
as he is affecho~ately called by his countrymen, holds a place 
s.econd t? none m the hearts of the Finnish people. ·In recogni
tion of his talents he was given a grant by his government in 
1897 so that he might devote all his time to composing. 

Perhaps of no other contemporary composer have critics 
been as reluctant to pass a final and positive judgment. 
Strau~s, R~vel, and Debussy have all been accorded their re
s?e~tive virtues and defects but very few have attempted to 
similarly weigh Sibelius. And those that have, disagreed quite 
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violently at numerous points. One critic speaks of him as 
"lonely and incomparable, one of the deepest arid rriost con
centrated musical thinkers of our epoch". Another tells us that 
"His music never touches the deepest facets of love and death, 
of human suffering and the problems of man's conduct and 
destiny". · · 
· It is certain that the music of Sibelius is not concerned with 
the torments and sruggles of our contemporary industrial so
ciety. But does that make him less great? He brings us instead 
the black torrents, the desolate moorlands, the wan and elusive 
sunlight, and grim primeval forests of his native land. Listen
ing to his orchestral tonepoem, Overture En Saga, one is 
transported into the days of a former age by its sombre, austere 
moods, its wild, crying accents, and the clash and fury of bar-

baric war. 
One thing the critics are generally agreed on is the un

evenness in the quality of his_ varying works. His seven sym
phonies, his violin concerto, his many works for chorus and 
orchestra, and his numerous songs may be divided, in 
character into three general groups. In the ·first are his sym
phonies which clearly show the hand of a master; in the second 
are found the works of a skillful craftsman whose individuality 
however is sometimes cluttered and muffled by that of other 
composers. This second group is well represented by his Night
ride and Sunrise. The third group under which V alse Triste 
and the Romance in D flat seem to fall includes works of a 
more popular character. These two and · his Finlandia are per
haps the widest known, at least here in the United States, a 
circumstance that is to be regretted, because the true intensity 
of the genius of Sibelius is revealed in his· symphonies and 
larger orchestral works. His Fourth Symphony iri A minor, a 
masterpiece worthy of a place with the great music of all time, 
uncovers the real essence of the personality underlying all his 
music. His direct, primitive nature is able to bring us the spirit 
of the North with the great winds that sweep the desolate plains 
and roar through the pine forests covering the mountain sides, 
the sullen skies and driving whirling· snow, the dense white 
mists rising from the many lakes of Finland, the loneliness and 
terror of the long Arctic nights and the poignant beauty of the 
brief summers. 
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Astronomy for Y ol.i 
and Me 
-Caroline Parks 

One morning Ptolemy got up and rubbed his eyes. He 
looked out of the window and rubbed his eyes some more and 
looked at the sun. Sure enough, it was moving! Then he made 
a big proclamation and everybody watched the sun. It went 
all around the world in a perfect circle. Everybody believed 
him except the Pope, and that was too bad because Ptolemy 
was a very saintly fellow, and not a bit like Copernicus, who 
went o~t on a tear one night and that morning when he got up 
he claimed the earth was moving around the sun. That was 
the day before Bromo-Seltzer, so the only thing they could do 
vms let him work himself out of it. 

For a long while there was peace and then there was a 
Wop named Galileo. He was one of the fellows that Dante put 
away down in Hell. First of all, he always sat in Church and 
watched the chandelier. That was all right because everyone 
had some special thing to watch in church for entertainment, 
but Galileo kept thinking about this chandelier and discovered 
the laws of the pendulum. He didn't keep it to himself but 
chanted it all over the place and became quite notorious.' One 
day he climbed the tower of Pisa and threw all kinds of things 
dow~ on the innocent bystanders below. He called this gravity 
and 1t was the last straw for the Pope, so poor Galileo had to 
make an apology and claim all this stuff was the bunk, but 
he kept his fingers crossed and later messed around until he 
had made a telescope and a thermometer. 
. Some guys in Germany heard about this telescope, so they 
made them one. Tycho Brahe, who was the first of these fel
lows, was a peaceful man and didn't do much harm, but had 
an awful lot of fun looking through the telescope. He was a 
sort of an introverted person. He spent his whole life finding 
stars in the telescope and putting them all down on a map. It 
was terrible finding names for all of them so he just called 
them, a, b, c, etc., only in Greek. His friend named Kepler 
wasn t so good, in fact he was positively unholy. He spent a 
long time watching things in the telescope and playing with 
Tycho's maps, and all of a sudden up he pops and says the 
world runs around the sun in an ellipse, not a circle, and he 
was ready to prove it. There was a major war over this be
cause the Pope and all of his followers, when they finally 
gave in and admitted the world was round, wanted everything 
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to be perfectly round like that, so nCI!~rally . they didn't lik~ 
the world to be travelling in a wobbly cir.de. Kepler was . defi-
nitely black-balled. . 

Not all of our great astronomers caused such excitemen~. 
Newton just sat at home and drew figures on paper. He wr~te 
a book, but it didn't prove a thing. They spent the . entire 
eighteenth century trying to prove it. It was about how the Earth 
and the sun and the stars move and how fast and why and 
where they move. You and I are apt to believe these thing~ 
too readily. They've got the whole thing mapped out. be<::mt~
fully for us, and when they can't explain why something i~n t 
just like it should be, they ring in something lik~. the ~berratmn 
of light on us. We're too busy to take much notice of it, but we 
shouldn't let these things slip by. I looked into this matter -of 
the . aberration of light and I was shocked . . To prove it, you 
have to go out in the rain and run with a tube in your ha1:"d. 
I had always pictured astronomers qs kindly old .birds with 
long beards who at least know enough to stay in out of the 
~n! . . 
· · Th~ ·latest thing is this relativity and space-is-curved stuff 
of Ein~tein's, but right now I have a pressing engagerpent. 

The Current New 
York Stage 
-By Betty Neely 

· · Shakespeare and Maxwell Anderson are top men in this 
season of New York plays. Hamlet was attacked by two schools 
of acting; the elocutionary type under the leadership of .John 
Gielgud won out over Leslie Howard's theory of naturalness. 
In spite of the trqnsition to realism in modern plays, th:ater
goers still prefer to see Shakespear~ done wi~h flounsh~s. 
Maurice Evans took his cue from his fellow-Englishman, Giel
gud, and brought over a cast trained at the old Vic in ~ondon to 
put on "King Richard II". Since this is a pageant pl~y it dep~nds 
a great deal on settings and costumes, deep baritone vmces, 
:::md graceful gestures. 

Maxwell Anderson has the distinction of authoring three 
current Broadway plays. His fantasy, "High Tor", was recently 
voted the best of the season's fare. Mr. Anderson apparently 
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has .a gmdge ag.ainst-stage designers for he ·makes· all of his 
settings extremely hard to·construct. In "Winterset'' he called for 
an elaborate reproduction of the tenement district under the 
Brooklyn Bridge. In "High Tor" he goes a step farther and uses 
a workable crane. The "Masque of Kings", his second play, is 
a more than ordinary costume play based on young Prince 
Rudolph and the most famous royal scandal until the advent of 
Mrs. Simpson. Katherine Cornell becomes an Oriental princess 
in his last play, "Wingless Victory". This play is perhaps Miss 
Cornell's wisest. choice in which to show off her peculiar elus
ive beau"ty. Undoubtedly Anderson does have an idea and a 
style that is as definitely American as any of our playwrights 
has attained. While George Kaufman with his "gags" and 
musical comedies is usually considered the -Ar:nerican proto
type, Anderson expre.sses the something much deeper and 
finer that every optimist believes is hidden in the sincere Ameri
can. Although his ploys are written in blank vers~, his poetry 
'ls so unobtrusive that even the crudest Babbitt cannot. object. 

For some un~nswerable reason the stage as a whole ha~ 
turned away from the contemplation of serious problems and 
has given us an ample board of comedy. There is every type of 
comedy from the "Country Wife" of the Restoration period to a 
group of nine plays written and acted by the sophisticate, 
Noel Coward. This last group called collectively "To-night at 
8:30" is given in groups of three a night. Gertrude Lawrence 
co-stars with him in these plays which involve no problems, 
whose characters are non-existent, and whose themes are not 
immoral but amoral. "The Country Wife" is a seventeenth cen
tury play with.sev:e.nteenth century jokes that have been heard 
for two hundred years. On Broadway the supposedly naughty 
lines would fall miserably flat if it were not for the inimitable 
moues of Ruth Gordon in the leading role. 

Odd Mcintyre lauds "The ·women" as the best cast play oI 
the season. lt shows .a · cross section of womankind by putting 
forty of the fairer , sex under a microscope and magnifying them 
x4500. Rehearsing a cast of forty actresses . must have been a 
stunning and illuminating experience to the . necessary male 
constituents of the stage. The director and stage hands will 
probably be soured on· womanhood for the rest of their lives. 
However, . the play has an idea besides showing off tl1ree odd 
dozen very attractive girls. It shows that the modern upper 
class woman is a greedy, clawing, jealous so-and-so. Although 
"The Women/I is_ hardly the find of the century, it is a sharp 
clear picture of contemporary society. 

"Stage Door" by George Kaufman and Edna Ferber is the 
biggest job of hokum among the current plays. A stage-struck 
girl living in the fairy tcrle atmosphere of the Footlights Club 
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is given a chance to break into the movies but refuses riches 
and .Klieg lights for poverty and the tradition of Sarah Bern
hardt. "Stage Door" is neither comedy nor realism; it is purely 
false glamour. Its only saving grace is Margaret Sullavan 
as the girl who fights to keep her ideals of the stage. 

Kaufman had better success in his collaboration with Moss 
Hart. Their play, "You Can't Take It With You", is the comedy 
hit of the season. It has just been given the Pulitzer Prize as 
the most representative American play of 1936-'37. The goofy 
Sycamore bughousehold have a pleasant evening of unadul
terated foolishness, and the Kaufman wisecracks are at their 
best. 

Although Wichita's proverb regarding her theatre fare 
might well be "Beggars can't be choosers", she is considered 
lucrative enough to rate a few plays every year even if they 
are a couple of seasons late. And so this review may contain 
some of the plays our worthy citizens will be attending in the 
future-that is if the editor decides to publish this. 

Short Story 
-By Mark Clutter 

The pelting snow gleamed evil blue with dusk, 
and leaning on the wind a shadow came 
down through the dead com stalks, a brittle husk 
that once was man, to where the violet flame 
of an electric light spilled from a pane 
and ran through falling ice sparks to a gate. 
And at the gate the stealthy hand of bane 
closed on the chilly pistol butt of fate. 
Across the table leaped revenging words 
cruel as bullets and about as wise. 
The bones of love were picked by carrion birds, 
and as they fed they cawed old raucous lies. 
Then through the window leaden death for two 
brought freedom 

-but the killer never knew. 
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Mice on·. a : Paying . Basjs 
-By Bettie Hetrick · 

Girls are not actually frightened by mice. I said I would 
nev:~r sqt,1eal on . my .ow.n sex, but it's remarkable to what 
I.ength$ I: :Nill :resort and lower myself in orc;:ler to write a story. 
Were th~ tmth to be . known, girls really have a tender spot in 
their. heqrt_s for mice- that is, the smart girls. They have put 
mice-the suckers-an a paying basis, and there is only one 
direct 9ause· for. the whole situation- men! · 

Mind you, I am not contradicting the age old stories of 
how ·our grand.mothers used to hop a chair the minute a mouse 
feebly thrust' an ·innocent nose into their midst. Shrieks from 
worrien in those days were in order considering the length of 
thefr skirts. With. dothes such as those, ( would have, in all 
probabil~ty, _scaled the n_earest _chandeHer too. Skirts that length 
w·ere too convenient for mice. . . 

However, when skirts ceased to be. a convenience for mice, 
I began disputing girls' fright of a mouse. It became a sort of 
mania with me, this thing of discovering why the modern girl 
should discard her ever~present dignity and · sophistication to 
leap on top of the nearest table in order to avoid, of all things, 
a ·harmless mouse. · 

I pondered deeply, convincing myself that the girl of today 
vva.s· too -intelligent to let a mouse frighten her. This deduction 
led to further insight. She was not really frightened, she was 
merely · ·being clever. · And then the answer was simple-so 
simple· that it rather crept up on me and slapped me in the face. 

·. Did you ever see a woman climb a chair at sight of a 
mouse when there were no men present? You never did and 
you never will simply · because there is nothing to be gained 
by it. She grabs a broom and assails it with particular vehem
ence. that would terrorize .the Russian army. But just let there be 
one · man and one moµse in a room at the some time and every 
gi,rl around will resemble a trapeze artist. They will be hang
ing from everything they · can get their hands. on. 

It is the men's fault. Just watch their faces light up with 
manly protectiveness when they see a poor, wretched, fright
ened little mouse scamper across a floor. They love to imagine 
women as being helpless. They still want . ~o play the part of 
knights in armour, valiantly comjng io the rescue of a defense
less maiden, so they take it out on the mice. And far be it from 
any· girl to · s:lisillusion them, even . if there is only a miserable 
.little mouse to be considered. 

· · There is method in the manner of a modern woman who 
leaps on top . of ch9irs and .tables upon catching a glimpse of 
a mouse. She ~ill shriek every time if it will give the man any 
pleasure. · 
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What Matters Matter? 
~By Floyd Snitz 

I. T IS WITH conflicting, mixed emotions that I write. I, be4.ng 
enmeshed in the bonds of mental torture, suppressed, my 
very soul shrouded and burdened with the restraining 

thongs of what life has given me--and done to me, I have 
within me an emotion which gives me no rest. There is some
. thing-something I wish to tell the vast world. To attempt to 
make clear that which an angry and horrified public rightfully 
and bitterly denounced-to attempt to justify that which can 
have 'no justification-to attempt a feeble, hopeless sort of 
retribution-may be my purpose. I do not know. I only find, 
in the outpouring, unburdening of that which I am about to 
relate, a kind of relieved solace. I seek not forgiveness--only 
relief. 
· But my time is short--and I must hurry on. 

Number 13072, the creature in the cell, is a desolate, woe
ful wretch. He is awaiting his turn, to tread his "last mile." For 
days he has wept, cried, lamented. For nights he has tossed, 
writhing in the apprehension of that which he knows is to 
come. Poor devil-he would not wait much longer-for already 
the tooting factory whistles and honking automobile horns 
were ushering out the old year-and he was to live but eighteen 
minutes in the new. Wretch-eighteen minutes to live! 

Number 13072 had once been one of the happiest of men. 
·He had married well, and had two lovely children, she of the 
curly golden locks, and he of the tousled hair. Maria-his wife 
-had been very patient, thoughtful, and contented. 

But Professor Ilagsia Trento came into the city, spreading 
his new gospel-his new guide to living. And when Number 
13072 came to hear of this new road to peace, truth, and happi
ness, he first crossed the threshold to his final eternity. The prof
essor had spoken with an invigorating charm. His air had been 
enlightening, yet contagious. He was powerful, forceful, and 
his tones echoed conviction. 

His was a new doctrine--a new psychological concept. 
His was the theory that matter controls mind-that our physi
cal bodies control the emotional status and nature of our minds. 

Number 13072 had listened eagerly, when the Professor 
had spoken. He had listened avidly to him, as he orally proved 
that sadness-gayety-sublimity-all could be obtained by 
our mental selves, through the mere feigned operation of our 
physical selves. In short, if a man be sad, he merely needs to 
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pretend gayety, in order to achieve gayety. By feigning the 
emotion-by forcing ourselves to act as if we are under the 
influence of it~we actually obtain the real emotion- said the 
Professor. 

This was an intriguing thought to Number 13072. It was 
virile-new. Think of it-all these years he had lived, .and he 
had not been able to use this newly-found, useful knowledge. 

But was the doctrine true? Was its reasoning valid? Were 
there false premises? The Professor urged his listeners to ex
periment on themselves-and this Number 13072 began to do . 

Now he is in a mood of gayety. A sense of bodily well~ 
boing-a sense of the keen enjoyment of life- pervades his 
soul. He deliberately paces the floor-appears anxious. He 
feigns wrath-wrings his hands-rants. Soon he is the actor, 
lost in his art. Indeed! He is in a wrath-and the doctrine works! 

The day has been a long one-and a tedious one. Things 
have not worked out well. He feels gloomy, grouchy. But he 
pretends to be gay-he smiles, chats, and is apparently in 
the best of humors. By George! It works again-he really IS 
in the best of humors! 

Ah-but these have been minor experiments-experiments 
with the minor emotions. Suppose will-power, life-long habits, 
life-long training is put to the test. Suppose that the next emo" 
tion to be aroused is one that defies every rule of the good 
breeding he has had. Suppose that the next emotion conflicts 
powerfully with the good training, and wholesome environ
Jnent he has had. Suppose that the next emotion be a CRIMI
NAL ONE? Then-then would matter control mind? Then, 
could he, in a mere substituted position of acting, disrupt, and 
discard all that he had acquired in a delightful, ethical past? 

So Number 13072 will try it-but he must choose the emo
tion carefully-must be sure h'is working hypothesis is correct. 
He decides. He is to encourage the desire to kill-the lust to 
destroy. All his life he has lived in an instinctive fear and 
dread of blood and death. Now he will attempt to overcome that 
dread-to make it a desire! Thus would he put Professor 
Trenta's little doctrine into the tray of invalidity, in which he in
wardly feels it belonged. 

Maria and the children watch his acting, bewildered. He 
paces the floors, forcing a wicked gleam into his eyes. He 
frowns, glares. He forces hate into his heart-hate into his 
soul ... 
. And slowly Hyde begins his deadly work, with J~kyll fad
mg to naught. The tentacles of crime-the lust of bloodshed
the will to DO slowly overtake him. Thirty-three years of ethi
cal life are replaced by a month of torment. 
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Poor fellow. Number 13072 realizes he is approaching. -the 
brink. He knows. the experiment is -proving itself to be valid__., 
he already knows it has . proven itself vali.d! ,He knows he has 
passed the barriers of sane control. He knows that which he 
will ultimately do. He fights with himself-fights to estdblish 
a new emotion, to offset the old. H~ wrestles, wrestles, tosses 
with his problem. But his -gleam becomes more pronounced. 
His fingers more and more itch to have. the power · of GOD 
himself~the power to crush out life! .And· he-knows -he is -lo.st-. 

He fights ci. losing ·battle. ·It :grows worse: Angry, billowing 
flames blind out his sight. He reels in an unconscious cloud 
of impending insanity. He must do it. H~ MUST do jt, His brain 
begins drumming, drumming; . drumming-a niod .refrain-:-a 
mad ~efrain_.:._kill-kill-KILL! · ·· · 

Even Maria cannot help him. She, ~of unqersta~ding, fl~_es., 
carrying her children to a haven -of . safety .. She implores :the 
police to help her- before- They hurry to , his home- but ·he is 
gone. Already he is gone. 

It is a typical "joint." A half.drunken player rattles a -crazy 
rhythm from a battered, out-of-tune piano. Empty tables are 
interspersed with sprawling, hoary, slumbering men. Women
painted creatures with drooling . lips, and smeared cigarettes, 
hang to their men, in poses of obscenity which are typically 
revolting. And the piano continues its crazy, mad rhythm. 

He pushes his way into this lair of filth_:_his eyes glazed. 
Tattered remnants of what had been his clothing, still .cling to 
his body. His features are drawn, pale..:..,-Blood oozes from - a 
horrible cut on his forehead, and a stream of it ·has dried ·on 
its . passage to his mouth. He stares uncertainly about. him. 
Finally his wavering gaze picks out the. piano player. His ears 
catch the distorted, clattering cheap tunes, which the filth ap
plaud as music. He totters, stumbles, makes his · way to the 
instrument. For a moment, he stands there, regarding the play
er. 

Then he calls for a drink-and gives it to the player. The 
latter takes it, too sodden to be thankful, yet managing a weary 
glance of appreciation at 4is benefactor, who requests a num~ 
ber. Now the player bangs out a wailing, crying melody___:.a 
melody which bewails the unknown lore of life. His attention 
is on his . music. The tattered listener suddenly taps him on the 
shoulder. He looks up-his eyes,· for a' fleeting second take · on 
a cold, sober discernment, then widen in terror. The bleeding 
stranger has a gun. The player screams, rises, and clutches at 
it. But, he is too late. The glaze in the listener's eyes is gone
and is replaced with a crazy, horrible glare. The distraught 
features are now wreathed in a deadly grim smile. He fingers 
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the gun, pulls the trigger. Quickly, spasmodically·, six slugs 
bury themselves deep in rapid succession in the player's 
body. Blood spews quickly, and splashes the floor. Screams
running men-women-noise-a man writhes in the corner ... 

The bells, whistles, and horns that brought in the new year 
have ceased long ago. The creature in the cell knows his time 
is about gone. Already ominous footsteps are sounding in the 
hall--and they are coming nearer, and nearer. 

Who is this man that is garbed in black? He carries · a 
book. His voice is very soothing. He is quite peaceful. Now he 
goes away. What did he say-what did he say? Those other 
men-they are very strong. They place strong hands on the 
shoulders. The walls are moving-the creature must be walk
ing. The cell is already behind him-white-washed walls look 
so cold. That little door-steps, more steps. 

The creature that is to die cannot write more-for they are 
preparing to take away his pencil. Even as he walked did he 
write. It is well, though. Some things are better unwritten. 

Uh?-the pencil-yes, yes take it. It is not useful any 
longer. 

. ·-·. 
Ravings of a Polite Mad Man 
-By Dr. Orlando Furioso 

I once found a man in dire need of medical attention. He 
was violently ill and I perceived that he suffered from a peculiar 
bacterial infection wherein the organisms had united into a 
continuous chain that could be likened to a string of tiny beads. 
With my usual quickness of thought I cut off his head, extracted 
the infectious organism and mended his wound by sewing his 
head on with strips of goat skin. He was as good as new. There 
was not a trace of a scar, not a single organism left in his blood. 

I was extremely proud of my achievement and boasted 
not a little of my prowess, until I noticed that my operation 
had killed him. · 

The chains of bacteria I dried and made into a very ex
cellent thread that I sold for three cents. 
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The Democracy of 
Brains 
-By John Randolph 

It seems most simple to take careful' pains 
To select a capable ruler with brains. 
Democracy's answer is sweet arid short, 
It has president, congress, and supreme court. 
My friend Dave Jones is a psychiatrist. 
He had a drecim last night in which he thought 
He died, and like all others in such dreams, 
He traveled up into the skies and sought 
To rouse someone within the pearly gates; 
Saint Peter thrust his nightcapped head in view, 
Then made him sign a careful questionnaire, 
As all Emergency Relief men do. 
''Profession--a psychiatrist,'' 
Observed Saint Peter when he saw the card. 
"What's that?" Dave found his explanation hard. 
"A cross between a smart psychologist 
And an inspired fortune-teller. I give advice 
If anything goes wrong up here." 
Most solemnly Dave tapped his head. 
The heavenly bells pealed loudly far and near. 
Saint Peter strangely shook his hand and led 
Him safe inside before the devil could entice 
A man like Dave away. "You're just in time," 
He said, an anxious line appearing where 
The saintly forehead frowned. "We're somewhat worried 
About God." Dave waited for the . bells to miss a chime. 
His wings were sprouting while Saint Peter hurried 
Him up the golden street. Even the air 
Seemed tense. He asked, "Is anything the matter?" 
Saint Peter really looked as if the universe might shatter. 
He whispered cautiously in Dave's right ear, 
"It's very sad. We're all upset up here~ 
Sometimes He thinks He's Mussolini!" 
The dream broke off in gales of heavenly laughter. . 
(All hail Macbeth that shall be king hereafter). 
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